Forecasting interest rates structures plays a fundamental role in the fixed income and bond markets. The development of dynamic modeling, especially after Nelson and Siegel (1987) work, parsimonious models based in a few parameter shed light over a new path for the market players. Despite the extensive literature on the term structure of interest rates modeling and the existence in the Brazilian market of various yield curves from different traded asset classes, the literature focused only in the fixed rate curve. In this work we expand the existing literature on modeling the term structure of Brazilian interest rates evaluating all the yield curves of Brazilian market using the methodology proposed by Nelson and Siegel. We use Non Linear Least Squares (NLLS) to estimate the model parameters for almost 10 years of monthly data and model these parameters with the traditional VAR/VEC model. The results show that it is possible to estimate the Nelson Siegel model for the Brazilian curves. It remains for future research the modeling of their variances as well as the possibility to develop a global Brazilian model using Kalman Filter using the Diebold. Li. and Yue (2006) approach.
INTRODUCTION
The relationship between interest rates or fixed income securities with maturities is called term structure of interest rate (TSIR) and has a central role in the economy, serving as a reference for pricing of financial assets flows. However the structure of the TSIR is not directly observable and must be estimated from prices of fixed income securities or derivatives. From this set of discrete data it builds up a continuous function that fits the observed data.
In the literature several authors developed functions to model the term structure of interest rates. starting with Vasicek (1977) and passing through Nelson and Siegel (1987) . The model proposed by Nelson and Siegel, and extended by Svensson (1994) , suggests parametric curves that are flexible enough to describe almost any observed term structure format. and is consistent with the interpretation of the factors in Litterman and Scheinkman (1991) .
This paper aims to evaluate the estimated monthly parameters for the Nelson Siegel model of the yield curves traded in Brazil using market data from February 2004 until October 2013, as well as to model the behavior of these parameters through this period. In Brazil due to historic importance of inflation, besides the fixed rate assets, the market also trades other assets classes that pay real interest rates linked to inflation indexes, such as IPCA and IGPM, linked to floating rates like TR and linked to the variation of exchange rate of Brazilian real to the U.S. dollar.
A frequent criticism to these models is that they are very good to explain normal times patterns. With that in mind our data selection was centered in the 2007/8 subprime crisis. Starting in August 2007 we observe a sharp increase in money market interest rates. Risk aversion and loan rates increase sharply and credit lines where cut especially after the crisis deepening with financial institutions failures in September 2008, Duchin, Ozbas and Sensoy (2010) and Almeida et al. (2009) use similar methodology in their data selection and crisis analysis. Therefore our data includes this whole period starting 40 months before its onset and ending 60 months after its deepening.
Our results show the behavior for Nelson Siegel model parameters during this period and we find evidence that it is possible to estimate models for several curves, except for the curve linked to the exchange rate and the curve linked to the IGPM that do not have the same order of integration for the parameters. Despite this limitation it was possible to estimate a global model without including the exchange rate linked curve, but including the IGPM linked for Brazilian curves. To the best of our knowledge there is no other paper that has modeled the Nelson Siegel parameters for the market curves in Brazil including the financial crisis period. This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we present the review of the literature on modeling of the interest rate structure, in section 3 there is a descriptive analysis of the data. Section 4 and section 5 we have the results for the Nelson Siegel models and for the VAR/VEC models, respectively. Finally, in section 6 are the conclusions.
LITERATURE REVIEW
In finance the term structure of interest rates is a curve showing the different yields, or interest rates, for securities with different maturities (6 months. 1 year. 2 years. etc.). The term structure is estimated from the observed prices of fixed income securities and derivatives.
The investment for a period of time t gives a yield or y(t). This function y is called Yield Curve and may or may not be an increasing function of t. In addition to the various possibilities of the Yield Curve format it is only possible to know their values with certainty for some specific maturity dates, while for the other different maturity values are calculated by interpolation. The Yield Curves are used by financial market participants to understand the conditions of the markets and seek investment opportunities.
In the literature attempts were made to model the term structure using parametric and nonparametric models. In the latter, the pioneering work is due to McCulloch (1971) with the proposal of the model the term structure of interest rates using splines. Similar non-parametric approaches appears in the work of Vasicek and Fong (1982) and Fama and Bliss (1987) .
In the parametric approach Vasicek (1977) , in a pioneering work, proposed a mathematical model for the evolution of interest rates based on a factor, the market risk. The model describes the variation in interest rates, dr, as:
where, a -is the mean reversion speed, b -the long-term average, σ -the volatility of interest rates and W -a Wiener process.
Within the class of parametric models. Nelson and Siegel (1987) proposed a model based on exponential components to determine the Yield Curve flexible enough to represent all the possibilities of the Yield Curve formats.
The model is based to forward r rates for the period m follow the following format:
where, the betas and lambda are the parameters to be estimated.
As the yield is the average of forward rates, we have:
Therefore, the model for the spot interest rate for the period m is given by:
The same model can be written according to Diebold e Li (2006) with a review of the parameter τ = 1/λ. so we can use λ =0 if needed:
where, λ is the decay rate to zero of the parameters β 0 , β 1 and β 2 .
Notice that β 0 represents the long-term level of y. and β 1 and β 2 are respectively its inclination and its curvature. That can be easily verified because when m tends to zero y(m) tends to β 0 + β 1 and when m tends to infinity y(m) tends to β 0 .
The great advantage of this model is to summarize various economic variables that affect the behavior of the Yield Curve in a few factors that affect independently the behavior of the Yield Curve, according to the way the model is defined.
In finance, several studies have been done using factor analysis to the study of the yield curve. among them are Litterman and Scheinkman (1991) and . These studies show that over 95% of the variance of the Yield Curve can be explained by only three factors. These factors are level, inclination and curvature.
The level reflects the agents' expectation and the impact of parallel changes in the Yield Curve. Changes caused by this factor are such that rates of return associated with different maturity dates also vary. The inclination factor reflects the relationship between short interest rates and long term and the curvature factor determines the shape of the yield curve.
For the estimation of the parameters and its structure two approaches are possible. The first is to estimate the parameters and then to analyze these parameters with the tools available for time series. The second approach, discussed in Christensen, Diebold and Rudebusch (2011) , is based on a joint estimation of the parameters and its temporal structure by the Kalman filter. In addition to the study of a specific yield curve, Aruoba, Diebold and Scotti (2007) , discuss the possibility of jointly modeling several curves through the Kalman filter.
Recent researches with Brazilian data include authors such as Carvalho (2008) and Mendonca and Moura (2009) . They study the application of the models above in the Brazilian term structure (yield curve), but their focus is given only to the fixed interest curve. There is another paper presented by Vilarino (2011) with a simple estimation using Kalman filter.
DATA
We use monthly data from Brazilian curves with  values for the Fixed Rate yield curve, IPCA linked  curve, IGPM linked curve, TR linked curve and  exchange linked curve from February 2004 to October 2013. We select these dates to check the robustness of our results to the impact of the financial crisis of 2007/8. We include 40 months before the crisis start in mid 2007, when we see the first signals of the financial crisis by the Libor spread increase and 60 months after its impact in a global fashion after the Lehman Brother bankruptcy.
The evolution of curves and their descriptive statistics are presented below. As can be noted all series present high serial correlation and it is expected that many of them behave according to a local level model. We will confirm this fact later in the analysis of the curve parameters. During the observed period the fixed rate yield curve has a downward trend for all maturity terms, and the difference between short term maturities and long term maturities are small. Table 1 shows, that the first and second order autocorrelations for all maturities are high (greater than 90%). 
Fixed rate

IPCA Linked Curve
IPCA is also a Brazilian inflation index and it is the government official index, so the IPCA linked curve is obtained with the government bonds linked to it. The IPCA linked curve, as the IGPM linked curve, is an inflation linked curve and, during the observed period, has a similar behavior, with the long term maturity rates more stable than the short rates. Table 3 shows the same autocorrelation pattern, higher for long term maturities than for short term maturities. (2) ρ (3) ρ (4) ρ (6) ρ (12) The TR is the index used to remunerate savings deposits and it is calculated by the Brazil Central Bank. The TR linked curve has a visually smooth behavior during the observed period, however the standard deviations are the same level as the previous curves. The descriptive data for this curve are presented in below. 
Exchange rate linked Curve
The exchange rate linked curve is extremely volatile, as the Brazilian Real to US Dollar exchange rate. Due to the high volatility the graphics are separate in two periods: a. Maturity terms from 1 to 30 days are displayed in Figure 5 b. Maturity terms above 30 days are displayed in Figure 6 below. Comparing the lines in Table 5 we notice that the data and the serial correlations present a very irregular pattern, depending on which maturity is being analyzed. This behavior is expected due to the high volatility of exchange rates in Brazil, especially in the short term. 
PARAMETER ESTIMATION
For the estimation of betas two approaches are possible. The first is to fix the τ parameter and estimate the beta parameters of the model (following linear Nelson Siegel model) and the second approach is to use non-linear methods and estimate the τ in together with the betas. Note that we use the notation for τ and λ as follows: λ is the multiplicative factor of traditional Nelson Siegel and τ is the factor for the model by . For this work we estimate the parameters by the two approaches.
Identification Methodology
We will first estimate betas and tau and afterward we will verify their pattern and model these parameters along the time using VAR/VEC, where the model will be defined using Schwarz, Akaike and the Hannan-Quinn information criteria alongside with the Johansen test.
Theoretical Parameter Behavior Patterns
To understand the shapes of curves represented by the Nelson Siegel model, as in Eq.4, we display in the subsection the values that will be used as regressors for β 1 and β 2 . Therefore we simulate for several values of τ and time maturities the values of notice, τ has a great influence on the shape of the structure of yield curve of interest rates (yield curve), so by setting a value we have a specific shape curve with a maximum point of curvature, as can be seen in the graphs of Figure 7 . It is noticeable that the maximum point of curvature of regressor grows monotonically in τ. In Table 6 these values are tabulated for detailed information. Based on these observations we will impose some restrictions in the regressions in the following section. The interpretation for the beta parameters, as discussed in the literature review, follows the factor model approach: β 0 is the rate level, with an expected value around the rate mean for all maturities, β 1 is the slope of the curve, where a positive value indicates a downward term structure of interest rates (TSIR) curve, while negative indicates a growing TSIR, β 2 is the curvature, where a positive value indicates TSIR is concave and otherwise, if negative, points to convex TSIR. In Figure 8 we present the evolution of the parameters over the observed period. The τ for all curves does not show any pattern. The βs have a less erratic behavior, except for the Exchange Rate linked curve where the βs estimated over time resemble just noise. It is noticeable that β0s have a visible trend for the curves, while others βs the trend is less apparent. 
Beta Parameters estimation with fixed Tau using NLLS
An alternative model to estimate Nelson and Siegel parameters is to fix τ to one and estimate only the βs with NLLS. Proceeding this way we reduce the error induced in the previous complete model that estimates four parameters using only 17 maturities. Our results are displayed in Figure 9 and Table 8 . We remark that with 5% significance β 0 , β 1 and β 2 are all integrated order one, except β 2 for the IGPM linked curve all betas for the Exchange rate linked. In the latter case, besides the fact that all betas are stationary we also notice that the parameters have very high volatility as in Table 8 . The βs for the exchange rate linked curve still have a completely erratic behavior, however the behavior of estimated βs for the other curves has become smoother. 
Estimates Summary
In the first approach, estimating τ and β parameters, the results for all curves present β 0 as random walk, β 1 is random walk only for fixed rate. TR and IGPM curves and β 2 is stationary for all curves. The τ is random walk to IGPM and TR and stationary in other cases. The curves of exchange linked have a completely different behavior when compared to the other curves and we will proceed modeling VAR/VEC for them. Our results suggest that Nelson Siegel model may not be an efficient approach to analyze exchange rate linked curves. In the approach fixing τ = 1, all βs are random walks, except for the exchange rate linked curves, where all parameters have stationary behavior, and for the IGPM linked curves in which β 2 also presents a stationary pattern. In table 9 we indicate the percentage of regressions in which the F statistic for the null hypothesis of all coefficients equal zero with significance below 5%. Notice that the percentages are high for most estimations exception made to exchange rate curves. 
VAR/VEC ESTIMATION FOR THE PARAMETERS TIME SERIES
With the results obtained in the previous section it is possible to estimate VAR/VEC models using the fixed τ for fixed rate, TR and IPCA linked curves. For the other curves the parameters do not share the -.04
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same integration order which prevents the use of the VAR/VEC model.
Fixed rate Parameters
The information criteria for model order selection indicates as optimal the VAR in level with three lags (except for Schwarz Information Criteria, SIC, that indicates only one lag). We selected VEC with two lags, as the variables are integrated to first order.
Johansen test indicates the use of model 4 with linear trend in the data and two equations of cointegration with trend and intercept (using the Akaike Information Criteria, AIC). Table 10 shows the EViews estimate of the model. The equations for β 0 and β 2 show that there is a possible long run relationship them and their explanatory variables, as indicated by the negative coefficients for the cointegration equations. Table 11 shows that residuals from the VAR/VEC model exhibit serial correlation for the first lag, but for higher lags we cannot reject the hypothesis that this correlation is zero. Figure 10 shows that the model residuals appear to be stationary however they may present some structure as shown above by the autocorrelation test. We remark also that at the turn of 2009 there is a more pronounced variability possibly attributed to the subprime crisis. To make sure that there is no structure in the variance we run the White test for joint heteroscedasticity in Table 12 and reject this hypothesis, although the individual waste res1 and res2 present a pattern in isolation and also crosswise. This result suggests that variance modeling may be a possible evolution in a future research. Table 13 shows Granger causality test which indicates no causality between variables, β 1 and β 2 in β 0 and β 0 and β 2 in β 1 . However, there is Granger causality evidence of β 0 and β 1 in β 2 for the fixed rate curve parameters. 
TR Linked Parameters
The information criterion for selection of model order indicates to the VAR in level two lags, except for the SIC and Hannan-Quinn (HQ) which indicate level one. We choose VEC with lag one, since the variables are integrated to first order. The Johansen test indicates the second model without a linear trend in the data and two equations of cointegration without trend and intercept (AIC criteria and SIC) with two cointegration vectors. Table 14 exhibits the VAR/VEC model estimated for TR Linked parameters. In this case the parameters for the model for β 0 indicates a possible long run relationship between it and the independents variables.
As in the fixed rate curves VAR/VEC model, Table 15 shows that the residuals have serial correlation in the first lag. Figure 11 illustrates that the residuals are stationary; however there is a large variance fluctuation during the 2008/9 crisis. As displayed in Table 16 although the White test rejects heteroscedasticity pattern for the overall model, we find structures in individual residues res1 and res2. Table 16 shows no Granger causality between variables β 0 , β 1 and β 2 for the TR Linked curve parameters. Figure 12 shows that the residuals of the model may present some structure in their variance, however the possibility for serial correlation is discarded according to the test in table 19. Again, the White test in Table 20 led us to reject the joint heteroscedasticity, but with some pattern for res1 and the cross term res1 and res2, that may be object of future research. Table 21 shows Granger causality test which indicates no causality between variables, β 1 and β 2 in β 0 and β 0 and β 2 in β 1 . However, there is Granger causality evidence of β 1 and β 2 in β 0 for the IPCA curve parameters. We estimated the parameters for all assets classes using NLLS in a monthly basis, generating time series for τ and the three βs (level, inclination and curvature). As the models with variable τ resulted in too volatile models, we decided to fix τ in the model and estimate only the βs. Besides, we noticed that the estimated values for the Exchange Rate Linked resulted in too many regressions with low F-tests and therefore we decided not to model this asset class. In the last part we modeled the β parameters for fixed rate, TR and IPCA linked curves with interesting results. Despite some limitations of the estimated models, they remain as a possible object for future research, modeling the residuals variance using GARCH or similar models and also with the use of the Kalman filter for the Brazilian curves.
